XPG PRECOG ANALOG Gaming Headset

Sporting hybrid electrostatic-dynamic drivers and ergonomic ear cups covered in a skin-friendly fabric, the Hi-Res Audio-certified XPG PRECOG ANALOG is a gaming headset designed for epic sound quality and long-session comfort. What’s more, it comes equipped with a detachable high-sensitivity microphone, which is among the best in the industry, and can be customized with a range of accessories.

XPG PRECOG ANALOG targets those customers that require a pure sound and are more cost conscious. It comprises of the same XPG PRECOG headset that we all came to love in a simpler package that only carries 3.5mm jack connectivity, and that comes de-featured of all the sound processing USB capability.

The original fully accessorized XPG PRECOG model can be also found at: [https://www.xpg.com/en/feature/620/](https://www.xpg.com/en/feature/620/)

**HYBRID ELECTROSTATIC-DYNAMIC**
The XPG PRECOG ANALOG's hybrid electrostatic-dynamic drivers are designed to cover both clear and distortion-free high frequencies while providing an extra kick on low bass for more immersive gameplay compared to standard electrostatic-only products.

**HI-RES AUDIO CERTIFIED**
The Hi-Res Audio certified XPG PRECOG ANALOG features a phenomenal frequency response of 5Hz - 50,000Hz. You can access and fully enjoy superior sound quality content like FLAC/ALAC, AIFF, or MQA formats over usual compressed audio formats without “skipping a bit”.
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ERGONOMIC EAR CUSHIONS

The ear cups are designed for maximum comfort. They sport a slanted beveled design to provide a more natural fit. This enhances sound insulation, won't decompress the head, and provides comfort even when glasses are worn. A breathable and soft fabric also adds to your level of comfort.

MADE FOR LONG-SESSION COMFORT

The XPG PRECOG ANALOG's hybrid electrostatic-dynamic drivers are designed to cover both clear and distortion-free high frequencies while providing an extra kick on low bass for more immersive gameplay compared to standard electrostatic-only products.

DETACHABLE HIGH-SENSITIVITY MICROPHONE

The ear cups are designed for maximum comfort. They sport a slanted beveled design to provide a more natural fit.

This enhances sound insulation, won't decompress the head, and provides comfort even when glasses are worn. A breathable and soft fabric also adds to your level of comfort.

LEVEL UP WITH ACCESSORIES

Upgrade and customize your headset and level up your gaming experience with these accessories!

1. USB Type-C Controller w/ DSP Sound Card
2. 3.5mm Audio Cable w/ Analog Controller
3. Carrying Case
4. Detachable Microphone
5. Pro Player Breathable Ear Cushions
6. Type A-to-C Cable
7. 3.5mm Y Audio Cable
Headset Specifications

- Color: Black
- Dimensions (LxWxH): 69 x 237 x 198mm
- Headset Weight: 362g
- Materials: Electroplated Aluminum Structure

Headphone Tech Information

- Drivers: Electrostatic/Dynamic Dual-drivers
- Frequency Response: 5 Hz – 50,000 Hz
- Impedance: 32Ω±15%
- Sensitivity: 102±3dB/mW@1KHz

Microphone Tech Information

- Mic Directivity: Unidirectional
- Mic Frequency Response: 20Hz – 20,000 Hz
- Mic Sensitivity: -38db±1.5db

General Information

- Interface: 3.5mm
- 3.5mm Audio Cable w/ Analog Controller Length: 1.25m
- 3.5mm Y Audio Cable Length: 1.36m
- Type-C Port for expandability via Accessories
- Warranty: 2 years

Accessories

- 3.5mm Audio Cable w/ Analog Controller
- 3.5mm Y Audio Cable
- Detachable Microphone

Features

- The World's First Hybrid Electrostatic / Dynamic Dual Driver Gaming Headset
- Hi-Res Audio Certified
- Ergonomic Ear Cushions
- Rotatable Ear Cup
- Auto-Adjust Headband
- Detachable High-Sensitivity Microphone
- Customizable with Purchase of Accessories

Ordering Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>EAN Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75260093</td>
<td>4710273775609</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>